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“There's no single formula for a great talk, but there is a secret ingredient that all the best ones 
have in common. TED curator Chris Anderson shares this secret -- along with four ways to make it 
work for you. Do you have what it takes to share an idea worth spreading?” 
PROMPT: What is the goal of a TED Talk and how can speakers accomplish this goal? Choose + analyze a talk 
from this top 25 list with your partner. What makes this talk an effective piece of storytelling?

“Youth Speaks places young people in control of their intellectual and artistic development. We 
are urgently driven by the belief that literacy is a need, not a want, and that literacy comes in 
various forms. As we move more deeply into the 21st Century, oral poetry is helping to define the 
new American Voice. By making the connection between poetry, spoken word, youth 
development and civic engagement, Youth Speaks aims to deconstruct dominant narratives in 
hopes of achieving a more inclusive, and active, culture.” Watch performances by some of the 
2014 and 2015 finalists here, here, and here. 
PROMPT: How are storytelling and spoken word poetry forms of empowerment? How is storytelling more 
than words?

“JINX: THE LIFE AND DEATHS OF ROBERT DURST exposes long-buried information 
discovered during the seven-year investigation of a series of unsolved crimes, and the man 
suspected of being at its center – Robert Durst, scion of New York’s billionaire Durst family – and 
was made with his full cooperation.” Watch the first episode (or as many as you want!) with your 
partner. 
PROMPT: What makes The Jinx an effective piece of storytelling? Is a great story made by the content or the 
storyteller?

“Stories can be a way for humans to feel that we have control over the world. They allow people 
to see patterns where there is chaos, meaning where there is randomness. Humans are inclined to 
see narratives where there are none because it can afford meaning to our lives—a form of 
existential problem-solving.” 
PROMPT: Why has storytelling been powerful throughout human history? How often do you encounter 
storytelling on a daily basis? How can you build a routine around storytelling and fiction?
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